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VILLAGE SCRAP BOOKS 

" I humbly entreat the reader, that if he · shall in this that we have written find 
anything not delivered according to the truth, he will not impute the same to me, who, 
as the rule of history requires, have laboured sincerely to commit to writing such 
things as I could gather from common report, for the instruction of posterity." 
(From the Ecclesiastical History of the Venerable Bede, finished in A.D. 731). 

THE object of our Village Scrap Book Compet
ition, held in 1953, was, in the words of the 
circular, " to secure for ourselves and for post
erity, as vivid a picture as possible of every 
village in Northamptonshire as it is today and 
as it has been within living memory." The 
Competition, organised by an ad hoc committee 
of enthusiasts, was backed by the Northampton 
Mercury which offered £70 in prizes, by this 
Society, and by the Northamptonshire Rural 
Community Council. 

The response, in these days of rush and 
hurry, may be considered satisfactory. Out of a 
larger number of entries, forty-four competitors 
representing. forty villages came up to scratch, 
i.e. over ten per cent. of the · villages of the 
C~unty of Northampton and Soke of . Peter
borough combined . . The above definition aimed 
at excluding extracts from histories already in 
print, and· at collecting and rece>rding · a great 
deal of information existing only in people's 
minds and memories which would otherwise 
have certainly been lost. The competition was 

NATHANIEL PERKINS · open to organised groups such as Women's 
(Old Narth) I . . 

Shepherd to three generations of the Elkins family. nS!,lrutes or to Individuals, and a special prize 
He died 1874. was offered for schools. 

(Illustration in the Yelvertoft Scrap-book). 
The results were astonishing-hundreds 

of pages of writing .were sent in, wonderful old photographs, some village maps and 
drawings, and one or two original poems besides the words of folk-songs and singing
games and mummers' plays, and it took the two local. judges (Mrs. Alan Turner 
and Miss J. Wake) every available spare moment for three weeks to decid~ on the ten 
best books, and Dr. W. O. Hassall of the Bodleian Library, who most kindly came over 
from Oxford, a whole day and half a night's concentrated attention, much pacing 
up and down, scratching of head and searching of heart to decide on the order of the 
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prize-winning entries-a decision concurred in by his fellow judges. To ' all three, the 
study of these books was an exciting experience, but to the two local judges it was as 
though for that magical three weeks they were living under a spell. The tragic half
century through which we have passed faded away as they were ~afted back to those 
rural scenes of sixty years ago, when nearly all the houses were of stone and thatch or 
Collyweston slates, before the modern inrush of red brick and r.oughcast" when· motor
cars and even bicycles were almost unknown, when anything but quietly ordered 
progress in a peaceable world was unthinkable, when our Northamptonshire villages 
could compete for beauty with those of any other county in England. To one of 
them, it was indeed a moving experience to meet again in anecdote and photograph, 
almost as if they were alive, old friends among the local clergy, and the well-known and 
well-loved village characters, now long since passed to their rest, and all was as vivid 
and real as the dream visions of Peter Ibbetson. 

There are roughly three or four types of villages in our County: the village with a 
Hall or Manor House and a resident Squire; the" open village" with many small 
free-holders; the forest village; the partly industrialised village; but each village within 
these groups is different from every other and its character, slow to change, is well known 
to its neighbours. To Dingley, for example, " Stoke Albany and Wilbarston were known 
as Sodom and Gomorrah! Dingley, bf course, was very respectable. It did not pay to be 
otherwise living under a Squire who owned the whole village and with a resident 
parson to keep an eye on things." (This quotation is from the Stoke Albany, not the 
Dingley, book). A few more extracts will give some idea of the variety of entertainment 
and information collected by the competitors. 

From Bozeat, on the Bedfordshire border, in an account of the lace-making 
industry, we are told that the many coloured glass beads threaded on to weight the 
bobbins, " were made at Spangle Row," -(what a lovely name !). From Roade we 
learn that in the last few years five families have emigrated to Canada, Australia and 
Sou~h Africa, but two have since returned. Nine families evacuated from London in the 
blitz have settled in the village, as, since 1945, have French, Americans, Irish, Italians, 
Welsh, Czechs, Scotch, and Germa,ns. There are 'only eight genuine old Roade families 
now in this large village. The 1939-45 war, with its subsequent period of 
"reconstruction," mechanised farming, and motor transport to carry away the 
population every day to the nearest factory, seems indeed, to have brought more rapid , 
changes to the villages than any other upheaval for many centuries. But it is good to 
think that at Ashton " there is a feeling of strength from the thick old stone walls of 
Northamptonshire, charm in the trim thatches, peace in the wide surrounding fields and 
beauty in the trees."l 

Brafield-on-the-Green records a ghost, " Old Callis, supposed to abide in the pond. 
He had wings of pea-straw and came out of the pond and rode round on a white 
horse." At Blisworth " there was a ' delightful group of ten cottages at the junction of 
Chapel Lane. The demolition of these cottages, especially the fine Tudor house, was an 
unforgiveable act of the Ministry of Health."2 
1 From this village comes an even more detailed analysis of family migrations, and it is good to know that this 
scrap-book (edited by Mrs. James Fisher) is shortly to be published. 2And so it was-and the crass stupidity of 
refusing to employ architects to say if the houses could have been brought up to the required standards all over the 
County, which in nine cases out often could easily have been done. 
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From Woodford Halse comes the news that the water-mill at West Farndon is 
still in use, and also a hitherto unrecorded" Tut hill," the name of a field, in Woodford 
parish. (There are" Toot hills" (Tootle, Totehill) at Barnwell, Braybrooke, Raunds, 
and Paulerspury. The name means" look-out hill" and Tothill, Westminster, has the 
same meaning.) 

At Potterspury the village carrier had a donkey. When the donkey died the carrier 
said: "That was the first time he had served me that trick." It was in Stoke Albany 

, that the Rector, deciding one Sunday that his sermon had not been long enough, 
" turned , the hour glass upside down again and repeated his sermon," and here also 
that about seventy years ago an old lady put up her umbrella during a church service to 
protect her new Sunday bonnet from the rain whic~ was pouring through the roof. 
But one could go on for ever ! ' 

In some of the scrap-books there are mistakes and mis-statements, but on the whole 
a useful and important as well as an entertaining work has been accomplished and the 
scrap-books have already been consulted by the general editor of the Victoria County 
History. The first prize went to Blisworth (Mr. George Freeston); the second to Ashton 
(Women's Institute); the third to Alderton (Mrs. Fountaine); the prize for schools to 
Bozeat and Floore; and special prizes to Braunston, Kislingbury, Stoke Albany, and 
Woodford Halse. Lady Spencer in her very charming manner gave away the prizes at a 

, singularly happy meeting at Northampton in December, when Dr. Hassall delighted 
his audience with the fervour, critical insight, and enthusiasm of his address. He booked 
the Northamptonshire historians then and there to meet their opposite numbers in 
Oxfordshire at Oxford on May 15th, 1954. This was duly accomplished and we 
returned to our own County feeling very proud of the fact that with the support of the 
Oxford Mail!_ Oxfordshire is going to follow our example. 

Our own competing villages were Alderton, Apethorpe, Ashton, Aynhoe, Badby, 
Barnwell, Blisworth, Boughton, Bozeat, Brafield-on-the-Green, Church and Chapel 
Brampton, Braunston, Collingtree, Creaton, Dodford, Doddington, Duddington, 
Floore, Gay ton, Grafton Regis, Guilsborough, Harrington, Kislingbury, Little 
Houghton, Long Buckliy, Overstone, Pattishall, Pitsford, Potterspury, Roade, 
Spratton, Stoke Albany, Sywell, Teeton, Thrapston, Whiston, W60dford Halse, 
Yardley Gobion, Yardley Hastings, Yelvertoft. 

Past experience has shewn that such records as these scrap-books almost invariably 
get lost in the course of years, and it is not for any selfish, grab-all reason but to secure 
their perpetual preservation for future generations that the Northamptonshire Record 
Society offers a permanent home for these books with its manuscript collections at 
Lamport Hall or wherever, nearer to Northampton, its future headquarters may be. It 
is strongly recommended that the books (as has already been done with one or two) 
should be deposited there (not given), to be taken out whenever wanted for 
inspection or exhibition in their villages of origin. 

A Village History Committee has now been set up to continue the work with its 
headquarters in the office of the Rural Community Council, 53 Abington Street, 
Northampton. The, chairman is Mrs. John Tynan, to whose initiative, energy, and 
persistence the success of the scheme has been so largely due. 
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WILLIAM PARAGREEN 
(1821-1901 ) 

Gamekeeper successively to Captain FitzRoy of Grafton Regis and his son, General FitzRoy. 
Reproduced by kind permission of Mr. George Freeston from the Blisworth Prize-winning 

Scrap-Book (see P.44). 
Mr. Paragreen lived latterly at Buttermilk Hall, Blisworth. He is wearing a brown hat,a 
brown velvet coat with ivory buttons, cream-coloured breeches, and black leggi:p.gs and boots. 
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A HOUSE AT BENEFIELD 

Roofed with Northamptonshire Slates 

- NAMES OF SIZES OF COLLYWESTON SLATES 

GIVEN TO SIR DAVID SCOTT BY MR. KNAPP, OF COLLYWESTON, IN 1950 

OUTRILLS LARGE LONGUNS FOURTEENS 

EVEN MOPES EVEN SHORTBACKS SIXTEENS 

LARGE MOPES LARGE SHORTBACKS EIGHTEENS 

EVEN MUMFUTS EVEN MIDDLE BACKS IMBOS 

LARGE MUMFUTS LARGE MIDDLE BACKS OUTBOS 

EVEN JOBS EVEN LONG BACKS SHORTENS 

LARGE JOBS LARGE LONd BACKS MIDDLETENS 

EVEN SHORTUNS BACHELORS LONG TENS 

LARGE SHORTUNS WHIPPETS 

EVEN LONGUNS TWELVES 

These slates, now principally quarried and worked at Collyweston in North 
Northamptonshire, add greatly to the beauty of the stone-built villages in that area. 
Collyweston slates have recently been used for the new roof of the Guild Hall, London, 
which replaces the one destroyed in the blitz. 
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NOTICES AND REVIEWS 

RECORD SOCIETY VOLUMES 

The,Correspondence of Bishop Brian Duppa and Sir Justinian Isham (1650-1660), edited from the 
original MSS. at Lamport,with Memoirs of the Correspondents and an Historical Com
mentar.y by Sir Gyles Isham, Bart., together with a Preface by Sir George Clark, LL.D., 

Provost of Oriel College, Oxford. (Northamptonshire Record Society Publications, Vol. XVII). 

The correspondence here printed consists of some one hundred and forty letters, written 
by Brian Duppa, Bishop of Salisbury (1589-1662), to his friend, Sir Justinian Isham, 2nd 
Baronet of Lamport (1611-1675), over a period often years (1650-1660), together with many 
of Sir Justinian's replies. 

During this time, the Bishop, deprived of his See by the Long Parliament, was living in 
poverty and retirement at Richmo~d. As a close follower of Laud, trusted spiritual adviser of 
Charles I, and tutor to the Prince of Wales, he was the subject of much suspicion to the various 
Republican Governments, and his house was, on occasion, searched' by the Commonwealth's 
soldiers. 

For obvious reasons, in his correspondence with Sir Justinian Isham, equally Royalist and 
Anglican in his sympathies, political matters, except on rare and significant occasions, were 
avoided. In compensation, the correspondents fell back on their classical learning and love of 
literature. Their letters are full of quotations from Greek and Latin authors and of references to 
b00ks both old and new, including Thomas Hobbes' Leviathan; Izaak Walton's Compleat 
Angler, Pascal's Provincial Letters, Jeremy Taylor's Unum Necessarium, and Harrington's Oceana 
which all came out during these years. The book is therefore of importan.ce as shewing the 
intellectual interests and attainments of two representative men of the time. 

The letters, which end in the more hopeful atmosphere engendered by the Restoration of 
King Charles 11 (Duppa's old pupil), give a good picture of the sentiments of the Royalists and 
Anglicans in a period during which their cause was in eclipse. Duppa, in fact , as Sir George 
Clark points ·out in his Preface to this book, was the most active among the little band of 
surviving prelates who finally secured the re-establishment of the Church of England. 

Sir Justinian, who is already familiar to readers of The Letters of Dorothy- Osborne for whose 
hand he was an unsuccessful suitor, appears in these letters as a cultured gentleman and a 
loyal and generous friend-if, like others of his age he was severe with the local Quakers. His 
presents to the Bishop of" hare-pyes " from Lamport, his matrimonial projects on his own and 
his daughters' behalf, and his ignominious fall from his horse at the Proclamation of King 
Charles 11 on the market-square at Northampton, all provide local colour to this interesting 
and important volume. 

It will be issued free to an who were members of the Society.in 1950 and 1951, and will 
also be on sale to the general public. (See p. iii). . 

", 
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The Book of William Morton~ Almoner f!f Peterborough Monastery, I448-1467; transcribed 
and annotated by the late W. T. Mellows, edited by P. I. King, with an Introduction by 
C. N. L. Brooke and two illustrations. (Northamptonshire Record Society publications, 
V 61. XVI, and Volume I in the Anthony Mellows Memorial Series). 

We are glad to announce that" The Book of William Morton," financed by a special 
fund provided by the late Mr. W. T. Mellows, was published on November loth, 1954 as 
the first of the series of" Anthony Mellows Memorial Volumes." The completion of this book 
at Mr. Mellows's wish by members and friends of the Record Society has been a labour oflove 
which they have b~en only too glad to undertake. 

William Morton was almoner of Peterborough Monastery from 1448 to about 1462, and 
the manusGript now printed was his" private account and memorandum book,"-" one of the 
very few private account books to have survived from the Middle Ages." Curiously enough, 
almsgiving formed perhaps the least important part of his, or of other monastic almoners' 
duties in this century-his functions were rather those of a medieval land-agent, concerned 
with legal, economic and financial duties, the collection of rents for land and houses, the upkeep 
of farm buildings, the storage, threshing and winnowing of tithe corn, the management of the 
woods and disposal of timber, etc., etc. All these and other matters and the obedientary 
system of which Morton's office was a part, are discussed at length by Mr. Christopher 
Brooke, Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, ,Cambridge, in an illuminating Introduction 
to which Professor M. Postan contributes a note on economic matters. Mr. Brooke is also 
able to give us from other contemporary texts a vivid account of troubles inside the monastery 
in the time of Morton, and of the journey of two young monks who had been completing their 

, studies at Oxford. They returned to Peterborough via Canterbury" and then spent a week-end 
in London on their way north," and opened and (" with good reason" as Mr. Brooke remarks) 
destroyed their" confidential report" from their superior at Oxford on their way home. 

This book has much of value for economic and ecclesiastical historians, and for students of 
archaic English, and will interest all who are curious about life in the later Middle Ages in a 
fenland monastery. The volume will be issued free to members belonging to the Society in 1952 
and 1953 and ~ill be on sale to the general public. See List of Publications on page iii. 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF LOCAL INTEREST 

·Royal Archaeological Institute: Report of the Summer Meeting at .l'{orthampton, 1953.-34 pp. 
4to, with 8 plans and 13 other i1lustrations. Price 5s. (plus 4d. postage) from the Hon. Secretary, 
Northants. Record Society, Lamport Hall, Northampton. 

This Report, which will be published shortly as a reprint from the Journal -of the Institute, 
contains descriptive accounts by such eminent authorities as Miss Joan Evans, Mr. W. H. 
Godfrey, Mr. C. A. R. Radford, Mr. E. C. Rouse, Mr. G. F. Webb and Miss Margaret 
Whinney of all the many buildings and sites visited. These include St. Peter's, All Saints, and 
St. Sepulchre's Churches, and the Sessions House in Northampton; Althorp; Brockhall; 
Cottesbrooke Hall; Higham Ferrers College, Bede House, and Church; Brixworth and Earls 
Barton Churches; Castle Ashby; Boughton House; Lamport Hall; Kirby Hall; Deene Park; 
Courteenhall; Easton Neston; Lyveden New Build; Geddington Cross; Rothwell Market 
House and Jesus Hospital; and the Churches at Great Brington, Cottesbrooke, Rushden, 
Warkton, Rothwell, Easton Neston, Deene, and Lowick. . 

This publication is a most valuable contribution in' the light of the most recent research to 
the knowledge of the outstanding architectural treasures of the County. 

A New Theory of the Origins and Early Growth of Northampton, by Alderman Frank Lee, M.A., 

B.SC., 11 pp., 4to., with four plans, reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Archaeological Institute. 
Price IS. 8d., including postage, from the Hon. Secretary, Northamptonshire Record Society, 
Lamport Hall, Northampton. 
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In this paper Mr. Lee 'presents a new and interesting theory of the reason for the choice of 
the original site near the West Bridge and of the subsequent eastward and northward 
development of the borough. 

A Catalogue of Pictures at Burghley House, by the M(:l,rchioness o( Exeter, (1954). Primarily 
intended for connoisseurs, museums and libraries, a strictly limited number of these catalogues 
are available (price £4 15. od.) ' from the Marchioness of Exeter, Burghley House, Stamford. 
They are photographically reproduced from the manuscript original. The Catalogue 
contains a description of each picture, the name of the artist where known, and in many cases 
additional notes on provenance, etc. 718 pictures. and miniatures are catalogued. 

The Register of Oliver Sutton, Bishop of Lincoln, I28o-I299, to be published shortly by the 
Lincoln Record Society. This volume is the first of three containing the, Bishop's Memoranda 
relating to the whole diocese, inclu~ing Northampto~shire: Such entries occur as the' granting 
of an absolution from exommtinication after an assault on the parish priest of Brampton, a 
lawsuit relating to Blatherwick, a commission to the Prior of Daventry to receive the 
profession of monks, etc., etc. The volume is offered to members of the Northants. Record 
Society at the special price of 25s. (The price to non-members will be 3os.). Applications to 
the Hon. Secretary, Lamport Hall, Northampton. 

The County Books: Northamptonshire. By Tonylreson (Robert Hale~ 18s . .). NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
is the latest addition to the County Bo<;>ks, and, excepting only Rutland, the English series is 
now complete. Though varying in style and treatment, they all have the same aim and 
purpose: not only to 'interest those who live in the county but to describe what in it is most 
likely to attract visitors. This is <:lone not by a conventional" guide" which catalogues all its 
parts but by a selec!ive review of the whole, presenting its main features and qualities. 

The chief difficulty of deali~g with Northamptonshire in this way arises out of its shape. 
It is not all homogeneous. Those who live in the south feel more akin to Buckingham or 
Banbury, Oxford or Warwick than ,to Peterborough. Few people within a fifteen miles radius 
of Northampton tpwn could pass a simple examination about ~hat strange land, the Soke. Mr. 
Ireson is a journalist whose practice in the county centre gives him a position of vantage for 
nearly all that matters most, though even there it is not easy to have more than a bowing 
acquaintance with many villages in the extreme south. Who does know intimately the whole of 
Northamptonshire, stretched out as it is over the eighty miles between the Cherwell at Banbury 
and the Welland beyond Stamford ? ' 

But Mr. Ireson gives us the fullest and most up-to-date account of it that has yet been 
written. He begins, as is proper, with its early history; goes back, indeed to the prehistoric. 
These chapters are done in an easy style with a free play of imagination that most readers will 
relish. I know of no evidence for his belief that Queen Boadicea was buried in Whittlebury . 
Forest; but there is some archaeological authority for the claim that St. Patrick was a 
Northamptonshire man born at or near Norton: Here and there, where Mr. Ireson finds 
credulity agreeable he warns readers that he is giving them legend, not established fact. 
Some o(them, I am afraid, will remember the legend and forget the warning. 

The period in which local medieval history is best known is, of COUI,"se, the two or three 
centuries after the Conquest when the supremacy of Kings and·: of .their-Iaws· was being 
gradually enforced throughout England. Northampton was then both a powerful fortress and a 
vitally important administratiye centre. Parliaments and Councils met there; Kings were often 
at the Castle or hunting in adjacent forests. The French wars shifted interest to thesouth, .and 
after the fourteenth century the town's central P9sition ceased to be of much special value to 
the State. 

The drama so vividly depicted here passed to other stages, and the town's life became 
tamer and its records.on the national level more scant. Readers should need 1'10 reminder that 
Mr. Ireson is not writing a history and that his primary ~oncern is with the county as a whole. 
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Some of its villages ' were the scene of famous events-Fotheringay, for example and, in our 
own Stuart period, Ashby St. Ledgers, Naseby, and Holdenby, where Charles I was interned 
in his own palace. Stuart associations with the county were mostly tragic. Here, as always, Mr. 
Ireson's sympathies are with the victims; he is for the under-dog. 

I turn from history to topography. He quotes a phrase which describes Northamptonshire 
as a county of" spires, squires and spinsters." Why the ladies should be dragged in is rather 
puzzling. What I think is the true version of this saying has been in my memory for nearly 
seventy years. The late Canon Bury, who had a caustic pen and may have been its originator, 
used it thus in a monthly magazine; " the county of squires and spires and mires." Thanks to 
the better . behaviour of the Nene and its tributaries there are now fewer mires. The spires 
have happily survived; indeed there are more of them than when Canon Bury wrote his 
article. But the squires are fast declining. 

Up to now, though, Northamptonshire .has been singularly fortunate with its great 
landowners. Th~ Cecils at Burghley House, the Spencers at Althorp, the Comptons at Castle 
Ashby, the Brudenells at Deene, the Montagus (now Montagu-Douglas-Scotts) at Boughton
these and others have owned the same houses for hundreds of years. Mr. Ire:;on writes of them 
admiringly, and, indeed; the whole county is proud of them. Dray ton, the lovely home of the 
Sackvilles, has the longest record of all-six centuries or so in which ownership has passed by 
normal descent with never a sale. One notable omission there is: Canons Ashby, the charming 
home of the Drydens since Tudor times. John Dryden also should come into the story, for he 
was a Northamptonshire man, born at Aldwincle All Saints and the greatest writer the 
county has prod~ced. 

. In the Nene valley, in Rockingham Forest or wherever he may be, ~1r. Ireson has a keen 
eye for things and people of special interest, and he tells many apt and diverting stories. The 
annals and gossip of great houses are noted, and the splendour of some of our famous parish 
churches-these, I suppose, likely to last the longest of the county's architectural possessions. 
No Chancellor of the Exchequer will ever make a direct raid on them; and, if the rich are 
taxed out of existence, the generality of people who love our old churches will, one hopes, 
shoulder the ~pancial burden of maintenance. There are fine full-page photographs of many of 
them, including Brixworth, though I find nothing in the text about this, the oldest and, in 
some respects, the most interesting of them all. The pictures, whether of churches, houses great 
and small or the placid s~enery so characteristic of the county, are most excellent: I give warm 
praise both to photographers and printers. 

Mr. Ireson's accounts oflater industrial developments, both in Northampton and in what 
he calls the Central Industrial Belt are excellent; the Kettering section is par.ticularly good. 
The concluding chapters .on iron and steel and the new town of Corby are packed with 
interesting and timely facts and suggestions. He discusses" the town of the future." I was last 
in Corby at the Pole Fair in 1922. It was then an unspoiled village; I left it with no inkling of 
its fate. My own feeling is that one iron and steel town is enough to be going on with; but if 
there be another let it be made quite certain at the very beginning that those who get the iron 
shall make good for the farmer every square yard they e~cavate. 

I commend this book and offer my congratulations to its author from one jour,nalist to 
another. W. w. HADLEY. 

The Domesday Geography of Midland England, edited by H. C. Darby and I. B. Terrett. 
This book covers the shires of Northampton, Rutland, Stafford, Leicester, Warwick, Worcester, 
Salop, Hereford and Gloucester. Maps, diagrams, and statistics are given with relation to 
county boundaries, the hundreds, settlements, ploughlands, woodland, meadow, wastes, mills 
and fisheries. It is by a lucky coincidence that this work appears at the same time as Mr. 
Beresford's book reviewed be1ow, for it covers part of the same ground geographically and the 
two studies are complementary. l.w. 
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A. Tindall Hart and Edward Carpenter. The Nineteenth Century Parson. (1954). 
The parish clergy of the nineteenth century and their wives undoubtedly exercised an 

enormous influence in the life of the country at large and the subject is therefore of importance 
to historians. This book consists of an historical introduction (18 pp.); two chapters on the 
parson in his church and in his parish; a chapter of good stories; and in the second half 6f the 
book, extracts from the note-books and diaries of six clergymen; of which only two start in the 
fir~t half of the century. The second of these diaries, "Tne-- Buok of-Bulwick," is by a 
Northamptonshire parson, the Rev. J. H. Holdich, who was curate-in-charge of Deene from 
1848 to 1861, and thereafter rector of Bulwick until his death in 1892. 

The full but on the whole dull and placid lives of these clergymen make pleasant reading. 
Their diaries contain interesting echoes of the great period of church restoration and of the 
resistance, both lay and clerical, to the high church innovations resulting from the Oxford 
movement. They are, howeve~, all ,very much of the same type and do not reflect the undoubted 
variety in character among those of the cloth so well depicted in the novels of Anthony 
Trollope. 

The historical survey is necessarily brief but on the whole, as to the earlier period, gives a 
good general idea of the parish priest through the centuries, but as to the later period we have 
our doubts. The authors point to a great improvement in the clergy after the middle of the 
19th century, which they attribute both to the evangelical and high church revivals. But were 
the sheep quite so black as they are here painted before 1850? or all of them quite so white 
after that 'date? Is there really sufficient evidence for saying that before 1840 in many cases, the 
interior of the churches was" disgusting "? (p. 10), or that until" as late as the thirties ... 
the ministry in the countryside was, generally speaking, little less tharfa scandal" ? (p. 2). 

The authors seem to be much impressed by the fact that the clergy as a class increased in 
gentility after the Reformation. " The seeds sown at the Reformation had indeed flowered and 
fruited abundantly, and were shortly to attain to their greatest glory in the emergence of the 
19th century Squarson ... The country priest [of the Middle Ages] ... had noW blossomed 
forth into a scholar and a gentleman." (p. xxix) " Most Anglican clergymen were ... country 
gentlemen, many of them younger sons of aristocratic families who had been installed into the 
family living," (p. 5). " The reformed. parson of the Victorian age did not, of course, cease to 
be a country gentleman ... yet despite all this ... " (p. 24). 

Since the publication of the Rev. H. I. Longden's Northants. and Rutlarid Clergy, 1500-1900 

stat~ments about family livings can be checked. A survey of 100 clergy holding benefices 
or pe!"petual curacies in these two counties in the 19th century (taken seriatim from Rundell to 
Stopford) produces the following results: only six held family livings; one was a squarson; four 
(including the squarson) were patrons of their own livings; about 15 came from the squirearchy 
and ,aristocracy. The majority of the clergy sprang, as they had done for centuries, from the 
professional and middle classes. 

Whatever the truth may be about the early 19th century, the evidence from the diaries 
in this book, from other diaries known to this reviewer, and from the recollections of many who are 
still alive, points to an abundance of active and conscientious country clergymen in the second half 
of the century, kindly and sociable, good sound Church of England men" keeping the mean 
between the two extremes," who went simply and quietly about their duties, visited their flocks 
in health as well as in sickness, and knew how to talk to them, and who, attracted far larger 
congregations than are to be seen in the churches today. Good preachers, some of them, and 
good cricketers too. Few of them hunted, though some were good shots, but the majority, with 
small incomes and large families to ,educate, could not -afford s:~~h amusements. Like other 
met:} they had their faults, and, as a class, their worst was dieir uncharit.able attitude to 
Dissenters, which had its dire result in the seculadsation of the national education. As for their 
social status, there are less desirable products of civilisation than a gentleman-even a country 
one. These men kept their vows taken in the presence of God and the congregation and read in 
their churches The Book of Common Prayer as by law established-and nobedy was a penny 
the worse for that. ", J.W. 
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Mciurice Beresford. The Lost Villages of England (1954). 
This interesting and important book is about a new kind of archaeological research-the 

discovery andexploration of deserted village sites. Mr. Beresford uses both record and literary 
evidence in his discussion of the occasions of and motives for " destruction "-he sometimes 
says" desertion." The book is illustrated with reproductions of early estate maps and air photo
graphs. 

It is suggested that" in general the destruction of villages was coming to a standstill in the 
Midlands by the 1520'S," (page 141). The period of intense depopulation in this area, (which 
included . Northamptonshire) was between 1450 and 1520. A list of 41 "lost villages" in 
Northamptonshire is given, mostly in the west and south, but some of these still exist as small 
centres .~f population (complete with chUl:ches), or as hamlets--e.g., Brockhall, Canons 
Ashby, Puxley, Catesby. Others, e.g., Furtho and Faxton, have decayed since the 17th 
century. The principal reason for the dismissal of labourers and pulling down of villages was 
the development of sheep farming and the consequent turning down of arable land to pasture; 
another motive, as at Kirby, Boughton, and Easton Neston was the desire to build a great 
mansion surrounded by a park. 

Professor Hoskins has already opened our eyes to the value of" field work" (that .is, the 
study of the physical evidences of human activity in past ages still existing all around us) ,
as regards Northamptonshire in his book Midland England, and more recently, in his books on 
Leicestershire and Devonshire, Mr. Beresford emphasises the value of field work used in 
conjunction with the extensive study of contemporary records. The light which these two 
sources of evidence throw upon each other seems to bring to life these rural events of five or 
,six centuries ago in a very remarkable way. ' 

Now for a few complaints. It seems a pity that a better word than" champine " could not 
have been found for" open-field" (why not" open field" and have done with it?), and that 
foreign words like" locale" should be used instead of the English" district," or "locality," 
" area." And why? oh why not give us the notes where they are wanted, at the foot of each page? 

Two of the most striking illustrations are a map of the parish of Weston-by-Weedon 
(Northamptonshire) in 1593, and an air map (undated) of the same area, in which the ancient 
strips of the open-field holdings are still represented by the ridge and furrow. Alas! since 1945 
most of our ridge and furrow has been ploughed away. . 

. Local readers will be interested to know that the lost village of Wythmail (pronounced 

. Wilmer) in Orlingbury parish is at this very moment being excavated under the superintendence 
of MissJill Duckett. This village'fell into decay in the late 15th century. 
. Mr. Beresford's study provokes interesting speculations. The deserted villages and hamlets 
of the future will, one supposes, be those places which have been deprived of their schools and 
which the authorities have refused to provide with water and electricity. . . 

As regards the past, the implications of this book as to the power of lords of manors, and 
the apparent helplessness of village communities in the face of the economic developments on 
which was based the future wealth and power of England,. are of great interest and importance. 
But this is admittedly pioneer work and Mr. Beresford has only made a detailed study of 
Warwickshire and Yorkshire. He offers to give his notes to those undertaking the task in other 
counties. With his notes he will hand on a truly fascinating problem which should keep both 
archaeologists and historians out of mischief for many years to come. . J.W. 

NOTE. Professor W. G. Hoskins, reviewing Northants and Rutland Clergy~ I500-I900 iri The Journal 
of Ecclesiastical History (Octo~er, 1954), calls it" a massive and scholarly contribution to the 
ecclesiastical history of the diocese ofPeterborough.'~ He says" the value of the [biographical] 
dictionary extends far beyond the diocese .... we not · only get much personal information 
about the clergy, but also a good deal of useful material about their churches and their 
contents .... A monumental work, the value of which is evident to the ecclesiastical, the local, 
and the social historian." For particulars of this book see foot of page iii. 
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